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Advice for the Parents-to-Be

My name is [ Name ] and I have known [ Matt or Kal ] for [ Number ] years. I [

Verb - Past Tense ] all the way from [ Location ] to be here to celebrate the upcoming arrival of their

little [ Baby Pet Name ]. I am so [ Adjective ] that Matt and Kaleena are expecting! They are going to

be [ Adjective ] parents. Having children is a [ Adjective ] experience, and their lives may never be [

Adjective ] again.

My prediction on Baby Carlson's gender is that it is going to be a [ Boy or Girl ]! I think he/she will be

born [ Early - Late - On Time ] after a very [ Adjective ] labor. [ His or Her ] eyes will be [

Color ] and hair will be [ Color ], most certainly looking more like [ Person ] than [

Person ]. I think the baby will weigh [ Number ] pounds and [ Number ] ounces, about the

same size as a [ Noun ]. When Matt sees the baby for the first time, I expect he will [ Verb ] and

say "[ Exclamation ]!!!!" 

My [ Adjective ] advice as a [ Number ]-time parent is this: Never, ever forget to [ Verb ] 

when you [ Verb ], and always remember to [ Verb ] the [ Noun ]. Matt, always [

Verb ] Kaleena's [ Noun ], and do sweet things like cook her favorite pregnancy craving meal of

[ Adjective ] [ Noun ]. Remember to keep pampering Kaleena; try massaging her [ Part of 

Body ] with [ Noun ]; it's very popular at spas these days. Kaleena, you should try to [ Verb ] 

Matt's



[ Noun ] on a regular basis, and don't let him get away with things like [ Be Very Creative Here ]. If

you work together, you will practically never get into a situation like [ Be Very Creative Here ]. Be prepared, I

have a feeling this baby will [ Verb ] all day and night! If you have already tried [ Verb ] to no

avail, try singing my favorite calming song, "[ Song Title ]."

Your days are about to be filled with a lot of [ Noun ] and very little [ Noun ]. Raising a baby is

worth it, though! I can hardly wait to meet your new little [ Baby Pet Name ]!
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